The British National Party’s Report On Hate Crimes Against White People

“If you prick us, do we not bleed... If you poison us, do we not die?”
Shakespeare - The Merchant of Venice

Racism
Cuts Both Ways

“I really had thought Ahmed loved me, but when he dragged me back into the garage and threw me onto the
filthy mattress where I’d already been raped by three of his friends, I was afraid I was going to die.”
Claire, age 15, grooming victim, Blackburn

“When it was only name-calling and spitting at us in the street, the police weren’t interested because we were
white. They said we must have ‘provoked’ them. If the police had done something then, he’d still be alive, but
they turned a blind eye. It’s always the same around here - if you’re English you don’t count.”
J*****, after her brother was beaten to death by Muslim thugs,
speaking on condition that we concealed her identity

www.bnp.org.uk
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The Scandal of Our Age

A Message from
BNP Chairman Nick Griffin
‘Racism’ - oppressing or hating or
hurting people just because of their
skin colour - is wrong. Everyone
knows that. But less well-known is
that racism isn’t a one-way street,
where the guilty are always white and
their innocent victims are always from
ethnic minorities. The real truth is
very different. The vast majority of the
real racism that scars Britain involves
white victims from the indigenous
community. Whether you are English,
Scots, Welsh, Irish or from Ulster,
being white makes you a target,
being white means you’re guilty.
You wouldn’t know this if you believe
the propaganda of the mainstream
media or the lies of the old party
politicians. But most people who live
in the real world will already have
experience of being discriminated
against. We all know that ‘positive
discrimination’ denies perfectly wellqualified individuals a fair chance
when it comes to a job or promotion.
We all know of poor white areas that
are left to rot while councils throw
millions of pounds at ‘ethnic’ areas.
We all know that Labour, Lib Dem
and Conservative politicians use our
money to give asylum-seekers luxury
homes while homeless exservicemen sleep on the streets.
What many people don’t know,
however, is that the indigenous
peoples of Britain are not just the

People Like
You Making
A difference
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victims of such official anti-white
racist bias. Huge and growing
numbers also suffer criminal racism
in its cruellest forms. Unreported by
the mass media, ignored by schools,
covered up by the old politicians - our
people are the silent victims of an
epidemic of racist violence, sexual
exploitation and murder.
To tell this blunt truth is not to accuse
all members of all ethnic minorities of
being involved; of course they are
not. The majority of them are
perfectly law-abiding and decent
people who are as much victims of
the old politicians’ failed multi-cultural
experiment as we are. Our quarrel is
not with them but with the politicians
who have created the mess, and with
the media hacks who conspire with
them to cover up the truth.
The answer to anti-British bias by the
Powers That Be is to get involved
politically and campaign and vote for
change. The answer to anti-white
racist crime is to pressurise the police
to take the problem seriously and to
get tough with racist criminals
regardless of colour. The first step is
to undo years of brainwashing by the
media and by a racist school
curriculum designed to deny our
community a sense of pride. Tell your
mates that being white isn’t a crime,
that being British doesn’t make you
‘guilty’ of slavery or racism.
Understand that the British nations in
general, and the English in particular,
are relentlessly discriminated against
and shamefully treated by an
institutionally hostile ruling class. This
is why this brief introduction to the
real life facts about racist murder and
sexual predation is likely to come as
a shock. I hope you will take a few
minutes to find out for yourself, and
then decide to do something to help
us to right these terrible wrongs.

The Invisible British Victims You’re
Not Supposed to Know About!
CASE STUDY
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Housing: “No dogs. No Whites!”
Many of the greatest injustices
inflicted upon the majority community
under the multi-cult are in no way the
fault of immigrants themselves. The
problem is the attitude of the ruling
political elite. One of the worst
examples of this is housing policy.
The full text of the ‘secret’ Revised
Tenancy Agreement can be seen at
http://www.bnp.org.uk/
pdf_files/BNP-Asylum.zip

The BNP
Would House
British People
First

If a British family (including settled
members of earlier immigrant groups)
lose their home because they can’t
afford to pay the mortgage or the
rent, they are regarded as
‘intentionally homeless’. They are
therefore not entitled to council
accommodation.
Even people who are entitled to
social housing often have to wait for
years, living in cramped conditions or
sleeping on friends’ or relatives’
floors because there are not enough
houses to go round.
But asylum-seekers who have come
through a dozen safe countries to get
to Soft Touch Britain don’t have any
such problems. Whether they’ve left
behind a mud hut or a warlord’s
palace, they are all entitled to top
quality housing at British taxpayers’
expense.
For years, MPs and councillors from
all the main parties pretended this
wasn’t true, even though thousands
of people - including council building
workers, retailers, deliverymen and
neighbours - had seen it with their
very own eyes.
Then a senior council official who
was disgusted at what was going on
risked imprisonment under the
Official Secrets Act to leak a copy of
the Home Office Tenancy Agreement
with companies providing
accommodation for asylum-seekers.
At first the Labour government tried
to claim that the document didn’t
exist, but when the BNP published it
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Why Should Immigrants
Have the Monopoly on
Housing?
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in full on its website they were
exposed once again as liars.
The full list of what every asylumseeker gets at our expense is the
envy not just of homeless exservicemen or people stuck on
housing waiting lists, but also of the
millions of pensioners and poor
families now shivering in fuel poverty.
It includes heating, lighting, water
and even ‘phone bills, brand new
kitchen equipment and full
furnishings in every room. All repairs
have to be carried out within seven
days and the double-glazed windows
have to be cleaned every twelve
weeks.
You can see in the document online,
they even get their colour TV licence
paid. More British women are in
prison for non-payment of the BBC’s
licence fee than for any other ‘crime’,
but thanks to the other parties no
asylum-seeker ever has to pay. Yet
another case of blatant racial
discrimination against the majority
community and longer-established
immigrant groups who obey the law
and pay their way.

“Whites Suffer Increasing Racism” A Government Survey Examined
A Government survey of 15,000
people, ordered by Communities
Secretary Hazel Blears, has revealed
for the first time just how much racial
discrimination is experienced by
white British people. The survey
found that a growing number of white
people are the victims of racial
prejudice and racial discrimination,
both in the workplace and in their
communities.

police, prisons, courts, Crown
Prosecution Service, probation
service, local housing organisations,
schools or GPs. The true figure is
almost certainly much higher, but
several decades of brow-beating,
liberal-left propaganda and police
bullying have left millions of ordinary
decent people afraid to speak out
against anti-white racism for fear of
being accused of being racist
themselves.

Almost one in three of those
surveyed, 29 per cent, said that they
now expected to be treated worse
than other racial groups by key public
services. This represents almost
twenty million people. The survey
also revealed that the number of
whites who have been refused a job
or discriminated against at work for
reasons of race has doubled in the
last five years, according to the
Government study.

Whites identified council housing
departments or housing associations
as the most likely organisations to
discriminate against them. The fact
that council housing is refused to
homeless white families living in substandard bed and breakfast
accommodation in favour of so-called
‘asylum seekers’ and immigrants,
means that this form of racism is now
endemic across the country.

Seven per cent of white people
responding to the survey believed
that they had failed to win a
promotion because of their race, up
from three per cent in 2003. This
represents a rise of over 130% in
such incidents. Over the same five
years the number of white people
complaining that they had been
turned down for a job because of
their ethnicity increased three-fold.

The race relations industry in the
name of anti-racism, has created the
most racist society in British history.
After decades of constant surrender
to the demands of the race relations
profiteers, Britain is now a nation
where all forms of racism are
considered intolerable - except if the
victim of the racism has a white skin
and speaks English as their mother
tongue.

58% of white people now believe
there is more racial prejudice now
than five years ago, compared to 44
per cent back in 2001. This is a far
higher figure than for any other ethnic
group and highlights the bitter
experience of indigenous 'Brits' as
second class citizens in their own
country.

Three detailed statistical analysis
reports, Analysis of Racist Crimes
of Violence, A Preliminary Study of
the Ministry of Justice Document:
‘Statistics on Race and the
Criminal Justice System’ and
Ethnicity and the Experience of
Crime in England & Wales, are
available in full at
http://www.bnp.org.uk/racismcutsb
othways/?page_id=171

The BNP
Campaign
Against
Racist
Violence

Nearly one third of white people have
learnt to expect to be treated worse
than other groups by at least one of
eight public services, including the
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Your
Friend?

Your
Sister?

The forgotten victims

The people on these pages died at the hands of anti-white racists

of anti-white racism
Who is next?
Your
Brother?

You?
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Racist ‘Grooming’
What It Is - and How to Stop It

Only The BNP
Speak Out
About
Grooming

“It starts with one of them leaning out
of a car window and saying how
pretty a girl is as she walks home
from school. They pick ones they
think look vulnerable - younger, plainlooking, walking home alone. Then
they offer her a cigarette. Then one
of the ‘lads’ (they pretend to be
seventeen but are often in their
twenties) asks her to exchange
mobile numbers and meet more
often. Then it’s a miniature bottle of
vodka or a cheap bit of jewellery as a
present.
“Then he tells her he loves her. If
she consents to sex he uses her for
himself for a couple of weeks, then
one evening all his mates pile in
unannounced and gang rape her.
They know that many of the girls will
be too ashamed to tell anyone, and
they also threaten to cut them if they
‘grass’.
“Girls who won’t go with one of
them take a bit more work. They are
encouraged to try roll-ups or a joint.
What they don’t know is that, after
they’ve had a few of them, they’ll be
given one with crack (cocaine) in it.
Once they’re addicted, they’re given
drugs in exchange for sex. Once the
gang are tired of her, they put her on
the game. They take all the money all she wants by then is another shot
of smack or crack. Imagine what it
feels like to see your daughter in that
state.”
- Mother of fourteen-year-old
drug addict, Bradford

All ethnic groups contain paedophiles
- sexual perverts who target children,
generally by ‘grooming’ them with
presents, and then have sex with
them. But in most communities these
sickos operate alone, ashamed of
what they do.
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Relations’ own criteria for what
constitutes a racist killing were then
applied to a list of cases with
indigenous victims, collated from
extensive surveys of the local
newspapers which are the only
places where such killings are
generally reported.

One community, however, is different.
Wherever there are large numbers of
young Muslim men, groups of them
team up to lure girls - often as young
as twelve or thirteen - into a
nightmare world of sexual abuse,
rape, beatings, drug addiction and
prostitution. Some of these perverts
are recently arrived ‘asylum seekers’,
others come from settled immigrant
communities and were born in
Britain.
But what all the Muslim sex gangs
have in common - on top of their
religion, with its low status for women
- is that they never target girls from
their own community. The vast
majority of the victims are white,
although Sikh, Hindu and West
Indian girls are also targeted.
This deliberate preying on girls from
other communities - together with the
refusal of Muslim leaders to condemn
what is going on - show that these
campaigns of sexual abuse are
racist. They would never do it to their
own girls. The British National Party
has been campaigning to expose this
scandal of racist paedophilia since
worried parents first asked for our
help back in 2004.
Since then we have warned the
police about Muslim paedophile
gangs operating all over the country.
In response to pressure from the
BNP and from groups of parents, the
authorities have made a few arrests,
but all too often the police and the
media turn a blind eye to the scandal
and the suffering.
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Racist Murder The Shocking Truth

The average racist murderer in
Britain is 40 times more likely to be a
member of an ethnic minority than a
native Brit! This is the shocking fact
that emerges from the methodology
of a study of racist murder in Britain
by the Institute for Race Relations.
The IRR studied racial murder
between the 1999 publication of the
McPherson Report into the highly
publicised stabbing of Stephen
Lawrence and August 2006. Forty
five killings were identified in the
report which was featured heavily in
the broadcast media, made the front
page of The Guardian, and was
covered by all the main newspapers.
White Civil Rights activists were
disgusted to find that the IRR
researchers had exaggerated their
case by including as victims of ‘white
racism’ a number of victims of blackon-black violence or crimes with no
known perpetrator at all.
They therefore removed from the
figures the obvious phonies,
producing an accurate figure of 36
BME victims. The Institute for Race

The result was truly shocking - 142
white victims of racist homicide. The
crime ratio should be equal to the
population ratio. So non-whites
should be committing approximately
9% of any given crime, because that
was their proportion of the population
at the time. However, out of the total
of 178 killings, 142 saw white victims
slain by BME assailants, while 36
involved the liberal stereotype white
racist/coloured victim.

Stephen Lawrence gives the racist
‘Black Power’ salute. Fifteen years
after he was killed by a single stab
wound to the chest, he remains a
household name

BME (Black Minority Ethnic) killers
targeting white victims were thus
responsible for a staggering 79% of
traceable racist homicides in the UK
between 1999 and 2006. This is an
over-representation by a factor of
forty.
So non-whites are forty times more
likely to be committing racial murders
against white people on a per capita
basis than the other way round.
White victims are over-represented to
the same degree. That’s the truth but don't expect to read it in the
newspapers, because it’s too
Politically Incorrect to handle!

The full report on this scandal, and
a list of all the indigenous victims,
including the sample shown on the
centre pages of this brochure, can
be found at www.bnp.org.uk/
racismcutsbothways

Kriss Donald. The 15-year-old
victim of the most brutal racist
murder in British history, just four
years ago. Kidnapped, beaten,
tortured, mutilated, stabbed
thirteen times and set on fire for
the ‘crime’ of being Scottish when
a group of Muslim thugs were out
“looking for a white boy to kill.”
Who outside of his native Glasgow
has even heard of him?
You needn’t take our word for it!
Google “Stephen Lawrence” and
“Kriss Donald” and compare the
national press coverage received
by the two murders. Why should
your life be worth less than that of
someone from an ethnic minority?

Racism Cuts Both Ways
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You’re Not Alone!
Fighting For Justice
Ethnic minorities living in Britain have
literally thousands of organisations all too often financed with majority
taxpayers’ money - standing up for
them. This is part of the reason that
they get treated so much better than
the indigenous people like us - it’s the
squeaky hinge that gets the oil!
Fortunately though, you don’t have to
suffer in silence any more. Together
we are building up a powerful political
organisation dedicated to standing up
for the rights of you and your friends
and family. The ‘Silent Majority’ is at
last finding its voice.

“Some people are surprised that
I’m a councillor at my age, but I get
things done for them and that
makes all the difference. It’s so
satisfying when a constituent
thanks you for sorting something
out - you feel ten feet tall!”
- BNP Councillor Lewis Allsebrook,
Derbyshire. Below BNP Councillor
Emma Colgate, Essex.

BNP
Councillors
Stand Up For
Your Rights
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So if you have been affected by any
of the issues raised in this brochure,
help is now just a mouse click or a
phone call away. Whatever injustice
you, your family or friends are
suffering because of the failed multicult, you can do something about it
today just by getting in touch.
The British National Party is the only
political party which rejects political
correctness and the multi-cult, stands
up for the interests of the indigenous
majority against racism,
discrimination and official neglect.
Every nation on the planet has the
right to rule itself and preserve its
own culture and identity - and that
includes the native peoples of Britain.
Electing BNP councillors is the single
most effective way to fight for your
rights. Having pro-British voices in
the council chamber makes it far
harder for the institutionally anti-white
Lib-Dem, Conservative and Labour
parties to push their racist agenda
through and promote their multi-cult
‘Project’ at our expense. Being a
good councillor takes a lot of energy
but it is very rewarding. Some British
National Party councillors are among
the youngest in the country; if you
think you might have what it takes, do
get in touch.
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YOUNG BNP
The BNP youth wing is
open to all the young
YBNP
people who are not
eligible to join any of the
thousands of organisations that exist
for the members of ethnic minorities.
If you are aged between 14 and 24
and interested in political activity,
outdoor activities or just making new
friends, then there’s a place for you in
the YBNP.
http://youth.bnp.org.uk

Have Your Say
Teach the politicians who have
ignored you a lesson...
Next year EVERYONE in Britain can vote BNP in the Euro Elections

BNPtv
The most
popular party
political
website in Britain also has the most
advanced multi-media section,
including a VideoBox which you can
use to express your concerns and to
expose anti-white racism in your
community.
www.bnptv.org.uk

GREAT WHITE RECORDS
Love Britain?
Hate injustice?
Want to get it
off your chest
with music but sick of the Politically
Correct or anti-white rubbish
produced by so many ‘artists’ on
mainstream record labels? Great
White Records was set up to provide
recording and distribution facilities for
patriotic artists who would be shut out
by other companies. Great White’s
professionally produced albums don’t
pull any punches, so if you or your
friends have something worth saying
about your lives in music, get a demo
sent in now!
www.greatwhiterecords.com

You Can Make A Difference
Stand up against anti-white racism
by joining thousands like you...

Join the British National Party... TODAY!

0871 050 0236
Racism Cuts Both Ways
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